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ABSTRACT
Objective Gut- directed hypnotherapy (GDH) is an 
evidence- based treatment for irritable bowel syndrome 
(IBS). Adoption of remote GDH has been accelerated by 
the COVID- 19 pandemic. We aimed to evaluate patient 
experience and satisfaction following remote GDH.
Design On completing 12 sessions of remote GDH via 
Skype using the Manchester protocol, patients with 
refractory IBS completed a feedback form on their 
experience. The proportion reporting positive outcomes 
(≥30% improvement in global IBS symptoms or abdominal 
pain, satisfaction, recommendation to family/friends) 
were compared by patient factors (age, gender, proximity, 
preferences).
Results Of 52 patients completing the feedback form, 
27 (52%) indicated that they would have opted for remote 
over face- to- face GDH, regardless of the pandemic 
situation. On a five- point scale (5=easy), patients rated 
the platform easy- to- use (mean 4.5±0.8) without 
impairment of communication (mean rating 4.6±0.8). 
Following remote GDH, 30/52 (58%) reported ≥30% global 
IBS symptom improvement, and 24/52 (46%) reported 
≥30% pain reduction. 90% would recommend remote 
GDH to others. Only 39% felt they would have benefitted 
more from face to face. Those who would have chosen 
remote GDH regardless of the pandemic were more likely 
to be satisfied (p=0.01). Age, gender and proximity did 
not influence outcomes, satisfaction and likelihood of 
recommending remote GDH to others. Difficulties during 
remote sessions were infrequent in both those that were 
satisfied, and those that would have preferred face to face.
Conclusion These data support the need to continue 
developing remote GDH in the post- COVID era but suggest 
that there is still a role for face- to- face GDH, with patient 
choice being an important factor.

INTRODUCTION
Irritable bowel syndrome (IBS) is a common 
disorder of gut–brain interaction (DGBI), 
characterised by recurrent abdominal pain 
associated with defaecation, bloating and 
an altered bowel habit.1 The estimated 

prevalence varies according to the diag-
nostic criteria used, but is in the order of 
10% of the global population.2 Despite not 
being life- limiting, IBS has been reported 
to reduce health- related quality of life to a 
greater degree than either diabetes mellitus 
or end- stage renal disease,3 and the associ-
ated impairment on activities of daily living 
can be to the extent that patients are willing 
to accept significant risks in return for cure of 
their symptoms.4

While a significant proportion of patients 
can be managed effectively in primary care, 
it is estimated that approximately 25% 
have severe IBS,5 which is more likely to be 
referred to a gastroenterologist, and those 
with severe IBS are more likely to have 
psychological comorbidities and a poorer 

WHAT IS ALREADY KNOWN ON THIS TOPIC
 ⇒ Gut- directed hypnotherapy (GDH) is an evidence- 
based treatment for irritable bowel syndrome. 
Remote delivery via Skype is promising, but its 
adoption was accelerated during the COVID- 19 
pandemic without data on patient experience and 
acceptance.

WHAT THIS STUDY ADDS
 ⇒ Patient satisfaction with remote GDH is high, espe-
cially in those that would have chosen this method 
of delivery regardless of the pandemic. Ninety per 
cent would recommend remote GDH to others with 
similar symptoms, with only 39% feeling that they 
would have benefited more from face to face.

HOW THIS STUDY MIGHT AFFECT RESEARCH, 
PRACTICE OR POLICY

 ⇒ In the post- COVID era, this study suggests that pa-
tient preference is an important consideration when 
deciding on the mode of delivering GDH.
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outcome to sequential drug treatments.6 In the absence 
of widescale access to effective therapies for severe IBS, it 
is therefore unsurprising that IBS is associated with high 
direct healthcare costs, estimated to be between £1.3 and 
£2 billion in the UK alone.7

Gut- directed hypnotherapy (GDH) is one of the few 
treatments, which has evidence base for its beneficial 
effects in severe, refractory IBS,8–11 and is recommended 
when symptoms have not improved after 12 months of 
drug treatment, or earlier, if accessible locally, and based 
on patient preference.12 As well as its long- term efficacy,13 
GDH has been shown to have significant socioeconomic 
benefits.14 The demand for GDH has recently led to an 
increasing interest in novel initiatives to upscale access 
including shorter courses of treatment,15 group delivery 
approaches16 and remote delivery methods.17 Prior to the 
COVID- 19 pandemic, emergence of video- technology 
use in healthcare systems allowed GDH to be deliv-
ered remotely, and early experience suggested compa-
rable outcomes with face- to- face treatment with 65% of 
patients achieving response defined by a 50- point reduc-
tion in the IBS Symptom Severity Scale.17 The widescale 
adoption of remote care and adoption of telemedicine 
in gastroenterology has been greatly accelerated by the 
COVID- 19 pandemic, a period of time where patients 
with severe refractory IBS had a significantly higher 
symptom burden.18. Due to enforced pandemic restric-
tions, safety considerations and local hospital policies, all 
patients receiving GDH for IBS at our centre from March 
2020 onwards have been offered treatment remotely via 
video consultation, with no routine provision for face- to- 
face treatment.

Telemedicine has many advantages including its 
cost- effectiveness and time- efficiency and it can reduce 
barriers to healthcare access especially for those in rural 
areas, or those with chronic, debilitating symptoms.19 
However, there is no previously published data on patient 
experience and acceptance of remotely delivered GDH 
for refractory IBS. We; therefore, evaluated feedback 
from patients who received remote GDH for refractory 
IBS during the recovery period following the COVID- 19 
pandemic.

METHODS
Patient population
Patients who completed 12 sessions of remote GDH for 
IBS via Skype using the Manchester Protocol20 between 
May 2021 and May 2022 were invited to complete a 
patient feedback and satisfaction survey, as part of a 
service evaluation on their experience of remote GDH. 
The timing of the service evaluation from May 2021 
onwards was important as it coincided with easing of 
national COVID- 19 pandemic restrictions and safety 
considerations which meant that resumption of face- to- 
face GDH services became a realistic possibility.

All patients invited to complete the feedback form had 
a prior diagnosis of refractory IBS, verified by one of two 

consultant gastroenterologists in the tertiary neurogas-
troenterology clinic, and all met the National Institute 
of Clinical Excellence and British Society of Gastroenter-
ology guidelines to qualify for GDH to treat refractory 
IBS in the UK National Health Service.12 On completion 
of their course of remote GDH via Skype, patients were 
sent a hyperlink to complete the anonymous online feed-
back form.

Patient experience and feedback form questionnaire
Patients were invited to complete an anonymous, 14- item 
feedback questionnaire on patient experience and their 
opinions, following completion of their course of remote 
GDH via Skype. The questionnaire incorporated a range 
of nominal, rating scale, ‘yes’ or ‘no’ and open- answer 
questions. Question themes included simple demo-
graphics: age range, gender, geographical distance from 
treatment centre (ranges in miles), pretreatment prefer-
ence of face to face versus remote before receiving remote 
GDH, ease of using remote technology, how helpful 
(percentage rating) remote GDH was in reducing overall 
and for specific IBS symptoms, stress levels and quality of 
life, the advantages and disadvantages of remote GDH, 
whether or not they feel they would have had additional 
benefit from face- to- face treatment, and whether or 
not they would recommend remote GDH to a friend or 
family member.

The questionnaire included both open and closed 
questions regarding the advantages and disadvantages 
of remote GDH. The closed questions were developed 
in consultation with our hypnotherapy team based on 
their experience in treating patients during pandemic. 
The open questions provided patients with the option to 
provide free- text responses on any other advantages and 
difficulties experienced with remote GDH.

Data analysis
Anonymous qualitative feedback data on patient experi-
ence with remote GDH was collated and inputted onto 
a Microsoft Excel spreadsheet. To understand which 
patients reported good experiences and outcomes after 
remote GDH, and to determine if certain patient groups 
might have better experiences with remote GDH than 
others, we compared responses by age range, reported 
pretreatment preferences (face- to- face or remote prefer-
ence), and geographical distance from treatment centre.

We considered positive outcomes and experiences, 
following remote GDH, to be those who rated that remote 
GDH improved their abdominal pain by ≥30%, those 
that reported remote GDH improved their overall IBS 
symptoms by ≥30%, those that feel they would not have 
had further benefit from face- to- face GDH compared 
with the remote approach that they received, and those 
that would recommend remote GDH to a family or friend 
with similar symptoms.

We compared responses between those that had self- 
reported the above positive outcomes and experiences 
with remote GDH, compared with those that reported less 
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favourable outcomes and experiences. The frequency of 
reported difficulties experienced with remote GDH were 
compared between patients that felt they would have 
benefited more from face- to- face therapy, and those that 
felt they would not have had additional benefits.

Data were analysed and compared using a standard 
statistical software package where appropriate (Stats 
Direct V.3.1.1, UK). Mean data are expressed±SD. Cate-
gorical data were compared by χ2 test where appropriate, 
and by Fisher’s exact test when the sample sizes were 
insufficient for χ2. P values ≤0.05 were considered statis-
tically significant.

RESULTS
Patientdemographics
Fifty- two out of 65 patients (80%) with refractory IBS 
completed the feedback questionnaire after receiving 12 
sessions of remote GDH during the survey period. Thir-
ty- six (69.2%) were female and 29/52 (55.8%) aged >41 
years (figure 1). Nineteen patients (36.5%) lived greater 
than >20 miles away from the treatment centre, with 6/52 
(11.5%) patients residing over 50 miles from the hospital. 
Regardless of the pandemic situation, 27/52 (51.9%) of 
patients indicated that they would have opted for remote, 
over face- to- face hypnotherapy.

Impact of remote GDH
Patient experience of receiving remote GDH
All 52 patients found the technology relatively easy to use 
(5- point rating scale where 1=difficult and 5=easy: median 
5 (range of responses 3–5), mean 4.5±0.8). Patients 
generally felt able to communicate their thoughts and 
concerns clearly with the therapist via Skype (5- point 
rating scale where 1=difficult and 5=easy: median 5 
(range of responses 2–5), mean 4.6±0.8).

Reported benefits after remote GDH
Most (48/52, 92.3%) reported that remote hypno-
therapy improved their overall IBS symptoms to some 
extent (figure 2). Thirty patients (57.7%) reported 
≥30% overall improvement in IBS symptoms and 24/52 
(46.2%) reported ≥30% improvement in abdominal pain 
following GDH. Most patients reported improvements 
in stress levels (49/52, 94.2%) and quality- of- life (46/52, 
88.5%) after completing remote GDH. While 47/52 
(90.3%) would recommend remote GDH via Skype to a 
friend or family member with similar symptoms, and only 
38.5% (20/52) felt they would have benefited more from 
face- face hypnotherapy.

Perceived advantages of remote GDH
Most patients, 48/52 (92.3%) acknowledged that 
the technology enabled delivery remotely during the 
pandemic. The main advantages of remote hypno-
therapy from a patient perspective were convenience, 
reduced travel costs, and improved access (table 1). In 
addition, 16 patients provided free- text comments on 
other advantages of remote GDH (summarised in word 
cloud, figure 3).

Difficulties experienced with remote GDH
The main difficulties most frequently encountered with 
remote GDH included: interruptions due to poor Wi- Fi 
internet connectivity (17/52, 32.7%), in- home inter-
ruptions (16/52, 30.8%), difficulties logging into Skype 
(12/52, 23.1%) or limitations of the in- home environ-
ment/lack of space to practice GDH (7/52, 13.5%). In 
addition, 10 patients provided free- text comments on 

Figure 1 The distance from home residence to the 
treatment centre of patients completing the feedback 
questionnaire following remote gut- directed hypnotherapy for 
irritable bowel syndrome.

Figure 2 Patient reported percentage improvement after remote gut- directed hypnotherapy in treating symptoms, overall, 
stress levels and quality- of- life. GSH, gut- directed hypnotherapy; NA, not applicable.
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other difficulties which they experienced with remote 
GDH (summarised in word cloud, figure 4).

Profiles of patients that had positive experiences and outcomes
Patient- reported outcomes (proportion reporting ≥30% 
benefit overall or ≥30% improvement in abdominal pain), 
and whether patients would recommend remote GDH to 
a family or friend, did not significantly differ by gender 
distribution, age profile, proximity from residence to 
the treatment centre. However, patients who would have 
chosen remote GDH regardless of the pandemic situa-
tion were significantly more likely to be satisfied with the 
outcome of remote GDH (p=0.01, table 2).

Difficulties experienced during remote GDH by those that would 
have preferred face-to-face therapy
There were no significant differences in the frequency 
of difficulties encountered by those that would have 
preferred face to face (Wi- Fi connectivity, in- home inter-
ruption, environment/lack of space, difficulties logging 
in), compared with those that were satisfied with the 
outcome of remote GDH (table 3).

DISCUSSION
Overall, the results of this study illustrate that patients with 
refractory IBS perceive remote GDH, via Skype, to be an 
effective and well- received treatment option in the after-
math of the COVID- 19 pandemic. The data suggest that 
61% of those that undergo remote GDH in this context 
are satisfied with the outcome to the extent that they 

did not feel that they would have had additional benefit 
from face to face. Moreover, most patients who received 
remote GDH via Skype would recommend remote GDH 
to a friend of family member with similar symptoms. The 
patient experience data, therefore, provide a valuable 
insight into the further development of remote GDH 
services, and the future role of face- to- face GDH.

The findings of our study are likely to have importance 
for planning GDH services in the post COVID- 19 era. The 
80% response rate to the survey is strong, and therefore, 
the feedback data are likely to be representative of the 
population evaluated. Interestingly, and of importance 
for service providers, regardless of the pandemic situa-
tion, just over half the patients indicated that they would 
have preferred remote GDH via Skype over face- to- face 
treatment. This novel finding suggests that there is likely 
to be a demand and acceptance for remote GDH in the 
post- COVID- 19 era. Patients reported that remote GDH 
using Skype was easy to use and found it easy to commu-
nicate with their therapist via this platform. All patients 
indicated that remote GDH had some advantages. While 
over two- thirds of patients felt that remote GDH improved 
their access to treatment, approximately three- quarters 
found the remote approach convenient, with reduced 
travel costs and related expenses. These advantages of 

Table 1 Patient reported main advantages of remotely 
delivered gut- directed hypnotherapy via Skype

Advantage No (%)

Enabled treatment during pandemic 48 (92.3)

Convenience 40 (76.9)

Reduces travel costs and expenses 38 (73.1)

Improves access to treatment 36 (69.2)

There are no advantages of Skype treatment 0 (0)

Figure 3 Word cloud summarising patient free- text comments on other advantages of remote gut- directed hypnotherapy.

Figure 4 Word cloud summarising patient free- text 
comments on other disadvantages of remote gut- directed 
hypnotherapy.
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the remote approach are important when considering 
that over one- third of patients resided >20 miles away 
from the treatment centre. Travelling may be extremely 
difficult for those with severe IBS with diarrhoea, urgency 
and in some cases faecal incontinence. These debilitating 
bowel symptoms could understandably potentially limit 
access to face- to- face treatment for a proportion of those 
with refractory IBS, who would otherwise be good candi-
dates for GDH. This was corroborated by patient free- text 
comments in the survey whereby patients reported that 
offering the option of remote treatment, reduced the 
‘stress and anxiety of travelling’, which could potentially 
undermine the efficacy of GDH, especially as GDH is an 
intervention with a core- focus of instilling a state of deep 
relaxation.

While there were no clear predictive demographic 
factors for positive experiences and outcomes from 
remote GDH, it is clear from our data that patient choice 
is an important factor. Those that would have chosen 
remote GDH, regardless of the pandemic, were signifi-
cantly more likely to be satisfied with the outcome, and 
less likely to have felt they would have benefited more 
from face- to- face GDH. The exact reasons why approxi-
mately half of the patients would have preferred face- to- 
face treatment regardless of the pandemic, and the others 
would have preferred remote regardless, are unclear. 

This should be the subject of future study. Patient age did 
not appear to be a factor in our study, with no suggestion 
of a technology gap across older generations acting as a 
barrier to benefit from remote GDH via Skype. However, 
it is possible that some patients do not like the idea of tele-
medicine for fear of security issues on platforms and the 
absence of face- face contact and physical examinations.21

Interestingly, symptom responses did not differ 
according to patient preferences for mode of delivery. 
While it would be worth confirming these findings in 
future studies with larger sample sizes, this is consistent 
with the literature on patient perceptions22 and satis-
faction23 with face- to- face GDH, which have suggested 
that focusing on symptom responses only does not fully 
capture the patients experience of treatment. Based on 
our findings and the existing literature, it is not possible 
to know whether those who felt they would have had addi-
tional benefit from face to face would have had a greater 
symptomatic benefit. Indeed, the aforementioned studies 
on face- to- face GDH have shown that patient expecta-
tions of a positive outcome22 and patient satisfaction23 do 
not necessarily influence symptom responses.

Telemedicine, has already been shown to have major 
potential within gastroenterology as a whole, and within 
DGBI practice.24 It is therefore important to optimise the 
patient experience based on the findings of this study 

Table 2 Differences in the proportions of patients that reported positive outcomes to gut- directed hypnotherapy (GDH) by 
demographics and pretreatment preferences

Patient factors
≥ 30% improvement 
overall symptoms

≥ 30% improvement 
in abdominal pain

Patient reported would not have had 
further benefit from face- to- face

Would recommend remote GDH to friend/
family member with similar symptoms

Gender distribution 
(females vs males)

22/36 (61%) vs 8/16 
(50%), p=0.66

19/36 (53%) vs 5/16 
(31%), p=0.26

20/36 (56%) vs 12/16 (75%), p=0.31 31/36 (86%) vs 16/16 (100%), p=0.15

Age group (>41 vs 
<41 years)

17/29 (59%) vs 13/23 
(57%), p>0.99

12/29 (41%) vs 12/23 
(52%), p=0.62

19/29 (66%) vs 13/23 (57%), p=0.71 27/29 (93%) vs 20/23 (87%) p=0.50

Preference for 
remote GDH at 
outset vs those that 
would have opted 
for face to face

15/27 (56%) vs 15/25 
(60%), p=0.97

12/27 (44%) vs 12/25 
(48%), p>0.99

21/27 (78%) vs 11/25 (44%), p=0.01* 26/27 (96%) vs 21/25 (84%), p=0.18

Distance from 
treatment centre 
>20 miles to 
residence vs those 
that live <20 miles 
away

11/19 (58%) vs 19/33 
(58%), p=0.98

8/19 (42%) vs 16/33 
(48%), p=0.66

10/19 (53%) vs 22/33 (67%), p=0.32 18/19 (95%) vs 29/33 (88%), p=0.64

Table 3 Frequency of difficulties experienced with remote GDH overall, and in those that felt they would have, compared 
with those that felt they would not have, benefited more from face- to- face therapy

Difficulties experienced with 
remote GDH Overall (n=52)

Those that felt they would have 
benefited more from face to face (n=20)

Those that felt they would not have 
benefited more from face to face (n=32) P value

Interruptions due to Poor WiFi 
connectivity

17/52 (33%) 3/20 (15%) 14/32 (44%) 0.06

In- home interruptions 16/52 (31%) 9/20 (45%) 7/32 (29%) 0.15

In- home environment/lack of 
space to practice

7/52 (13%) 3/20 (15%) 4/32 (13%) >0.99

Difficulty logging into delivery 
platform

12/52 (23%) 5/20 (25%) 7/32 (22%) >0.99

GDH, gut- directed hypnotherapy.
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to unlock its full potential. Despite the existing well- 
documented evidence base for GDH20 and endorsement 
from National Institute for Health and Care Excellence as 
a recommended treatment for medically refractory IBS,12 
GDH is still not widely available. The reasons for this 
appear to be multifactorial, including the financial strain 
on the healthcare systems, limited understanding among 
healthcare professionals, as well as the overall stigma and 
negative connotations surrounding both IBS,25 and gut- 
specific behavioural interventions in general. However, as 
highlighted by our data, remote GDH has the potential to 
widen access over a larger geographical area, and effec-
tively treat more patients, in a safe, convenient and effi-
cient way. Beyond its cost- effectiveness, convenience and 
personal preference expressed by the patient, the inter-
vention has further benefits. For instance, Skype GDH 
allows for the regular, remote, monitoring of refractory 
IBS patients, providing personalised strategies to deal 
with their individual symptom burdens, and henceforth 
the potential to reduce hospital waiting times, and direct 
healthcare costs such as emergency admissions and the 
reliance on expensive pharmacological interventions.

A previous study from our group has shown that 
remote GDH for IBS has comparable, although slightly 
lower, clinical efficacy to face- to- face therapy with 65% 
response rate using validated clinical outcome measures, 
compared with 76% response with face to face.17 Forty- six 
per cent of patients reported that ≥30% improvement in 
abdominal pain in this study is very similar to the 44% 
reported in the previous Skype remote GDH study.14 
However, a limitation of our survey is that this was a service 
evaluation and patient feedback study on experience and 
opinions after completing remote GDH, rather than 
a head- to- head clinical study with face- to- face therapy 
using validated clinical outcome measures. Therefore, 
the symptom data while helpful in understanding patient 
satisfaction, patient- reported outcomes and perspectives, 
are not directly comparable with studies using validated 
clinical outcome measures. Moreover, as the data were 
all collected at the end of treatment, potential recall bias 
cannot be eliminated. Furthermore, while most patients 
reported improvements in quality of life after remote 
GDH, use of a formal quality- of- life questionnaire was 
beyond the remit of the service evaluation. Finally, a 
further limitation of our study is that 20% of patients that 
completed remote GDH during the study period did not 
complete the feedback form, and therefore, we cannot 
eliminate that this could have affected the results of the 
survey.

While the qualitative and patient feedback data 
from this study will undoubtedly be helpful, a large, 
randomised controlled trial of face to face compared 
with remote GDH, currently being conducted in the 
Netherlands (NCT03899779), is eagerly anticipated and 
will be necessary to confirm the relative efficacy of the 
two interventions.26 Until then, it is likely that both face- 
to- face GDH and remote GDH via video consultation will 
both have a place in clinical practice.

Remote GDH via Skype is effective and an acceptable 
mode of delivery for 61% of patients with refractory IBS. 
Our data have shown that patients’ choice over mode of 
delivery, affects satisfaction with GDH. In the post- COVID 
era, factors including patient preference, convenience, 
distance of travel, suitability for remote therapy including 
WiFi connectivity access, in- home environment including 
potential for interruptions and space, should be taken 
into consideration during patient centred clinical discus-
sions, when deciding on the mode of delivering GDH.
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